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Abstract
Snow is an important water resource and plays a critical role in the hydrologic cycle. Accurate measurements of snow depth 
are needed by scientists to set up a more refined meteorology–hydrology model. Recently, the Global Navigation Satellite 
System Reflectometry (GNSS-R) has been developed and applied for snow depth monitoring, with low cost and high resolu-
tion. We propose an improved snow depth retrieval method using a combination of GNSS triple-frequency carrier phase. The 
topographic feature of the reflecting surface is considered for estimating the snow depth by using the density-based spatial 
clustering of applications with noise algorithm and normalization method. Observables from the GNSS station in Alaska, 
USA, are used to monitor snow depth and compared with the ground-truth measurements. Compared with the traditional 
triple-frequency snow depth retrieval method, the new approach has better performance for Galileo and BDS. The RMSE of 
the snow depth estimate reduces by nearly 40%, and the correlation coefficient increases from 0.93 to 0.97 for Galileo and 
from 0.91 to 0.95 for BDS, respectively. The research findings show no notable deviations on snow depth average estimation 
between Galileo and BDS observations compared to the GPS ones. Moreover, the solution with the proposed method results 
in improving spatial resolution due to the increasing number of satellites and better azimuth coverage.

Keywords Snow depth estimation · Global Navigation Satellite System Reflectometry (GNSS-R) · GNSS triple-frequency 
signals · Carrier phase combination

Introduction

The traditional ground-based snow monitoring techniques 
are limited by spatial and temporal sensitivity, while the 
snow depth measurements estimated by spaceborne pas-
sive microwave sensors are imprecise and costly (Larson 
et  al. 2009; Qian and Jin 2016). Several investigations 
have demonstrated that Global Navigation Satellite Sys-
tem (GNSS) can be used as an L-band microwave radar for 
remote sensing purposes, such as tropospheric and iono-
spheric sounding, as well as earth’s surface environments 
detection (Tabibi et al. 2015; Yu et al. 2018). Ground-based 

GNSS reflectometry (GNSS-R) is an emerging technique of 
environment sensing that can be used for monitoring near-
surface parameters, such as snow depth and soil moisture 
(Rodriguez-Alvarez et al. 2011; Larson et al. 2008a; Chew 
et al. 2014; Alonso-Arroyo et al. 2014). The GNSS signals 
can provide many observations of snow depth from geodetic 
quality GNSS receivers of existing GNSS networks, with a 
sensing footprint size of about 1000 m2 as an intermediate 
resolution falling between the in situ (< 1 m2) and space-
borne (> 100 km2) techniques (Larson 2016; Larson and 
Nievinski 2013).

Previous research (Bilich and Larson 2007; Nievinski and 
Larson 2014a; Larson et al. 2008b) has demonstrated that 
the amplitude and phase of multipath signals are in good 
agreement with the precipitation records and soil moisture 
retrieved by surrounding geodetic GNSS receiver. In paral-
lel to the efforts in soil moisture retrievals, the surface snow 
depths were successfully estimated by using the frequency 
of the detrended signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) observables, 
which consist of direct and reflected components (Larson 
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et al. 2009; Nievinski and Larson 2014c). Generally, the 
direct components can be removed from the SNR meas-
urements by a low-order polynomial fitting, whereas the 
reflected components remain. Indeed, the SNR method can 
be independently applied to each carrier wave. The snow 
depth estimated by GPS L2C SNR measurements showed a 
great agreement with in situ snow depth (Larson et al. 2009). 
Moreover, the properties of snow depth retrieval using other 
signals have been investigated (Tabibi et al. 2015; Larson 
and Small 2016; Jin et al. 2016).

Since the SNR observables are not always available in the 
raw GNSS data file, Ozeki and Heki (2012) have proved that 
surface snow depth can be retrieved from a dual-frequency 
geometry-free linear combination (termed as L4 method) 
of the two L-band carriers GPS L1 and L2. Although the 
L4 method eliminates the influence of geometric param-
eters such as the satellite and receiver positions, the com-
bination observables are degraded by inter-frequency iono-
spheric delays. So, the residual ionospheric delays must be 
removed by modeling as a high-order polynomial. Qian and 
Jin (2016) have extended the application of the L4 method 
to GLONASS, where the results have indicated that the esti-
mation of the L4 method is comparable to the SNR method, 
and there is a good agreement between the estimations and 
the field reference values.

Recently, the latest generations of GNSS satellites such 
as modernized GPS (block IIF), Galileo and BDS are trans-
mitting signals on three or more frequencies, thus having 
more choices in practice of snow depth retrieval. In order 
to simultaneously offset the effects of geometric factors 
and ionospheric delays, Yu et al. (2015) have proposed a 
triple-frequency phase combination by GPS L1/L2/L5 sig-
nals, which is free of geometry and ionospheric delays, to 
retrieve snow depth. The triple-frequency method performs 
significantly better than the L4 method and has similar per-
formance as the SNR method.

Admittedly, the current data sets with triple-frequency 
carrier phases will, in general, also include high-quality 
SNR information. However, the performance of the SNR 
method largely depends on the successful removal of the 
direct components from the SNR measurements (Yu et al. 
2018). As an alternative, the phase combinations contain 
only the interference terms and the sum of the integer ambi-
guities. Provided that there is no cycle slip in the raw phase 
observation, the sum of the integer ambiguities is a constant. 
Therefore, the triple-frequency combinations are not affected 
by the trend items caused by direct signal, which can avoid 
introducing the removal errors of the trend components, 
showing great potential in snow depth monitoring. Although 
the experimental results of the GPS triple-frequency method 
are encouraging, the snow depth estimation based on phase 
combination of BDS and Galileo signals needs further study. 
BDS and Galileo have longer revisit periods, and the ground 

tracks reappear at a more scattered azimuth. The variations 
of the track of sub-satellite points will introduce errors 
caused by terrain variation. In addition, since Galileo satel-
lites transmit signals on five frequencies, i.e., E1, E5a, E5b, 
E5 and E6, there will be 10 different triple-frequency com-
binations. Therefore, the properties of different multipath 
phase combinations of Galileo need to be investigated to 
obtain the good performance of snow depth retrieval.

In this study, we propose an improved triple-frequency 
method to estimate snow depth, which is applicable to not 
only GPS but also BDS and Galileo systems. A clustering 
algorithm and normalization approach are applied to com-
pensate for the effects of terrain variation caused by scattered 
observables. After the introduction, we present the principles 
and the problems of the traditional method and then introduce 
the proposed method. Following this, data collection and pro-
cessing strategies are described. Thereafter, the performance 
evaluations of the proposed technique are shown. Eventually, 
the summarized conclusions are declared.

Traditional methods

Different from GPS, the variations of BDS and Galileo sat-
ellite track points will introduce errors caused by terrain 
variation due to their longer revisit periods. In this section, 
we first present the principles of snow depth retrieval with 
the triple-frequency combination. Then, the problems of the 
traditional triple-frequency method are pointed out.

Principles of the snow depth estimation 
with triple‑frequency combination

The phase shift caused by interference of the direct and 
the reflected waves at the specular scattering point to the 
received mixed signal can be expressed as a function of sat-
ellite elevation angle, � , and the vertical distance, H, from 
the reflection surface to antenna phase center (Elósegui et al. 
1995),

where � is the carrier wavelength.
As shown in Fig. 1, when snow accumulates over the bare 

ground, the vertical distance from the horizontal reflector 
plane to the antenna phase center, H (Fig. 1a), will decrease 
to H′ (Fig. 1b). If the antenna height of the land surface 
is known in advance, and the antenna height with snow-
covered soil can be extracted from the multipath components 
of the signals, then the snow depth estimation, d , can be 
inferred from the variations of antenna height.

(1)��(�,H, �) =
(
2�

2H

�
sin �

)
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For GNSS, when considering only the effects of atmos-
pheric delays, the carrier phase Φj (unit in meters) of a 
specific carrier wave j can be expressed as:

where � denotes the geometrical distance between receiver 
and satellite, c stands for the speed of light, tr and ts are 
the receiver clock bias and satellite clock bias, respectively. 
Nj is the integer ambiguity, �j is the specific carrier wave-
length (unit in meters), T  and Ij refer to tropospheric and 
ionospheric delays and �j is the sum of unmodeled errors. 
Mj is the carrier phase errors induced by multipath (unit in 
meters):

(2)d = H − H�

(3)Φj = � + c(tr − ts) + Nj × �j + T +Mj − Ij + �j

where the amplitude attenuation factor, � , reads as:

where Ar and Ad denote to the amplitudes of the reflected 
and direct signals, respectively. The amplitude attenuation 
factor depends on the reflectivity of the reflector and is also 
influenced by the antenna gain pattern. Assuming Ar ≪ Ad , 
the equality in (4) can be simplified to:

Since 𝛼 sin 𝛿𝜙 ≪ 1 , Mj can be further approximated to 
the damped sinusoid (Yu et al. 2015; Nievinski and Larson 
2014a):

when taking sin � as an independent variable, Mj can be 
expressed as:

The antenna height is linear with the frequency of car-
rier phase errors. Therefore, the antenna height can also be 
derived from a linear combination of carrier phase errors.

Triple-frequency combination is a generalization of the 
dual-frequency combination L4, which is free of geomet-
ric parameters and widely used in cycle slips detection 
and ionospheric monitoring (Simsky 2006). Moreover, 
the first-order ionospheric delays can also be removed by 
a simple linear combination of triple-frequency carrier 
phases (Montenbruck et al. 2010; Hauschild 2017):

where �1 , �2 and �3 denote the coefficients of the linear com-
bination, u is a constant unless there are cycle slips. Arbi-
trary coefficients that satisfy conditions �1 + �2 + �3 = 0 and 
�1 ⋅ �

2

1
+ �2 ⋅ �

2

2
+ �3 ⋅ �

2

3
= 0 can be used to form geometry- 

and ionospheric-free functions. To uniquely determine the 
coefficients, we impose additional normalizing conditions: 

(4)Mj =
�j

2�
⋅

(
tan−1

� sin ��

1 + � cos ��

)

(5)� =
Ar

Ad

(6)Mj =
�j

2�
⋅

(
tan−1(� sin ��)

)

(7)Mj =
�j

2�
⋅ (� sin ��) =

�j

2�
⋅

(
� sin(2�

2H

�j
sin �)

)

(8)

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

Mj =
�j

2�
⋅ � sin(2� × � × x)

� =
2H

�j

x = sin �

(9a)
M1,2,3 = �1 ⋅Φ1 + �2 ⋅Φ2 + �3 ⋅Φ3

= �1 ⋅M1 + �2 ⋅M2 + �3 ⋅M3 + u

(9b)u = �1 ⋅ �1 ⋅ N1 + �2 ⋅ �2 ⋅ N2 + �3 ⋅ �3 ⋅ N3

Fig. 1  Geometry model of GNSS antenna height and multipath sig-
nals propagation. H and H′ denote the antenna height from reflection 
surface covered with and without snow, respectively, and the snow 
depth is denoted as the difference between H and H′. (Credit: Larson 
and Small 2014; Yu et al. 2015)
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𝜅1 > 0 and �2

1
+ �2

2
+ �2

3
= 1 . Finally, the coefficients can 

be expressed as:

Actually, the triple-frequency combination (9a) is equiva-
lent to a combination of the three multipath errors for each 
respective carrier and thus is related to antenna height.

Since the frequency of the periodic oscillation of the 
multipath combination is proportional to antenna height, 
normally the snow depth can be retrieved by modeling it as 
a linear function of the spectral peak frequency of the triple-
frequency phase combination:

where a and b are the linear fitting parameters, H is the ver-
tical distance from antenna to reflection surface, f  stands 
for the peak frequency of the combined phase time series, 
which can be obtained by exploiting Lomb–Scargle spectral 
analysis (Press and Rybicki 1989).

Problems of the traditional triple‑frequency method

Due to the different orbital parameters (CSNO 2017; EU 
2016; GPS Directorate 2013), the revisit periods of BDS 
MEO and Galileo satellites are much longer than that 
of GPS (Table 1 and Fig. 2), and the distributions of the 
reflected signals are more scattered (Fig. 2). Therefore, the 
peak frequencies of BDS and Galileo phase combinations 
are more susceptible to the terrain variation around the 
GNSS antenna. The terrain variation refers to the difference 
of antenna height among multiple tracks located at differ-
ent azimuths in the field. As shown in Fig. 3, for BDS and 

(10a)

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

�1 =
�2
3
− �2

2

Λ

�2 =
�2
1
− �2

3

Λ

�3 =
�2
2
− �2

1

Λ

(10b)Λ2 = (�2
3
− �2

2
)2 + (�2

1
− �2

3
)2 + (�2

2
− �2

1
)2

(11)H = a × f + b

Galileo, despite the lack of sidereal repeatability, the satel-
lite azimuth in BDS and Galileo occurs at a finite number 
of discrete lines. Therefore, the azimuth clustering can also 
be applied in BDS and Galileo and expanded to the Multi-
GNSS triple-frequency method.

Supposing the antenna height is H when the surface is 
snow free and H′ in case the surface is covered with snow, 
the snow depth dsnow can be retrieved from the variations 
of antenna height. Since GPS ground tracks have sidereal 
repeatability, each satellite will reappear at four fixed azi-
muths as shown in the top of Fig. 3. Meanwhile, the bare 
ground height remains constant over time in GPS, and thus, 
the effects of terrain variation can be fully removed:

where Hi denotes the antenna height of the i-th track, assum-
ing the bare ground trend in the range is unchanged, it is 
a constant, and ei is the error for each individual height 
retrieval.

The antenna height H during the snow-free period and the 
snow depth dsnow can be expressed as:

However, for BDS and Galileo, the effects of terrain vari-
ation will not be mitigated in this simple way and will lead to 
an additional error, Eterrain , in snow depth estimation:

where the index m denotes the number of azimuth clusters 
for a single day, n is the total number of the azimuth clusters.

In addition, we should be aware that there are 10 different 
triple-frequency phase combinations among five frequen-
cies of Galileo signals: E1, E5a, E5b, E5 (E5a + E5b) and 

(12)H� =
1

4

4∑
i=1

(Hi + Δhi + ei)

(13)H =
1

4

4∑
i=1

Hi

(14)dsnow = H − H� = −
1

4

4∑
i=1

(Δhi + ei)

(15)H� =
1

m

m∑
i=1

(Hi + Δhi + ei)

(16)H =
1

n

n∑
i=1

Hi

(17)dsnow = H − H� = −
1

m

m∑
i=1

(Δhi + ei) + Eterrain

(18)Eterrain =
(m − n)

∑m

i=1
Hi + m

∑n

i=m+1
Hi

m × n
(m < n)

Table 1  Revisit periods of GPS, Galileo and BDS constellations (Pan 
et al. 2017)

Item Revisit 
period 
(days)

GPS 1
Galileo (except FOC-1 and FOC-2 satellites) 10 
Galileo (FOC-1 and FOC-2 satellites) 20
BDS (GEO and IGSO satellites) 1
BDS (MEO satellites) 7
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E6. Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate the performance 
of various Galileo triple-frequency combinations and select 
the appropriate ones to estimate the snow depth.

Improved method

In this section, we propose an improved approach, which 
is applicable to not only GPS but also BDS and Galileo. 
The proposed method can effectively remove terrain effects. 
In addition, as discussed above, since there are 10 differ-
ent triple-frequency combinations for Galileo satellites, the 
choice of linear combinations among multi-frequency needs 
to be discussed.

Procedures of the improved approach

The terrain effects on GPS-R have been investigated in 
several studies. Zhang et al. (2017) proposed a method to 
retrieve accurate snow depth observations of the horizontal 

Fig. 2  Clusters of GPS (top), 
Galileo (middle) and BDS (bot-
tom) satellite tracks at station 
SG27 during the observation 
period (June 15, 2018, to Janu-
ary 15, 2019). The clustering is 
based on the azimuth of satellite 
tracks. The different colors refer 
to the different clusters of the 
observation. The identifier on 
the upper right corner of each 
subgraph represents the satellite 
system and satellite number

Fig. 3  Distributions of the peak frequencies of GPS (top), Galileo 
(middle) and BDS (bottom) phase combinations. The red line is the 
effects of terrain variations surrounding the GNSS antenna
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reflecting zone in the grid model, which needs a digital 
elevation model (DEM). Focusing on the SNR method of 
GPS and GLONASS, Tabibi et al. (2017) corrected the ter-
rain effects by fixing the vertical datum. In this study, we 
propose an approach to compensate for the terrain variation 
by azimuth clustering without the need for a DEM, which is 
more suitable for multi-GNSS triple-frequency snow depth 
retrieval.

Figure 4 shows the flowchart of the improved approach in 
detail. Compared with the traditional method, to compensate 
terrain variation errors of BDS and Galileo, the clustering 
algorithm and normalization method are introduced in the 
data processing. The observables of multipath phase combi-
nations can be clustered based on their azimuths. The peak 
frequencies can be obtained by exploiting Lomb–Scargle 
spectral analysis. For each cluster, the peak frequency of 
bare ground can be calculated from the average of the snow-
free periods. The normalized peak frequency of each clus-
ter can be obtained by removing the peak frequency of the 
bare ground. Azimuth clustering, based on repeatability of 
the GNSS tracks, offers an effective strategy for comparing 
similar azimuths.

In order to extract the terrain effects surrounding the 
antenna, the mean peak frequency of each azimuth cluster 
under snow-free conditions is calculated separately. As shown 

in Fig. 5, after the mean peak frequency of each cluster was 
removed, most of the observations are converted to a range 
below 0. The blue line shown in the figure reflects the maxi-
mum snow depth in each azimuth cluster, which is affected by 
the characteristics of the scattering surface and the revisit time 
of the satellite. In contrast, the red line in Fig. 3 refers to the 
effects of terrain variations surrounding the GNSS antenna, 

Fig. 4  Procedures of the 
improved approach. The 
main difference between the 
improved method and the tra-
ditional one is shown in the red 
dashed box

Fig. 5  Distributions of the peak frequencies derived from BDS and 
Galileo phase combinations with terrain variation errors removed
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which can be obtained from the average of peak frequencies 
during the snow-free period. As described above, the peak 
frequency will reduce for increased accumulated snow and 
vice versa, which means the snow depth is derived from the 
variation of peak frequency rather than the absolute value of 
frequency. Therefore, peak frequency normalization preproc-
essing will not influence the snow depth estimated from peak 
frequency and will be free from topographic variation.

For each cluster, the snow depth di can be expressed as:

where fi,nor stands for the normalized peak frequency of tri-
ple-frequency phase combination, f̂i,bare is the average of the 
peak frequency of combination during the snow-free period, 
fi,snow refers to the unnormalized peak frequency. ki is the fit-
ting coefficient, which can be calculated from the historical 
or simulated antenna height and spectral peak frequency by 
linear fitting. Figure 6 shows the relationship between the 
simulated snow depth and spectral peak frequency; the fit-
ting coefficients are summarized in Table 2. The averaged 
snow depth estimation, dsnow , is given by:

(19)

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

di = Hi,bare − Hi,snow = ki × fi,nor

Hi,bare = a × f̂i,bare + b

Hi,snow = a × fi,snow + b

fi,nor = f̂i,bare − fi,snow
ki = −a

(20)dsnow =
1

n

n∑
i=1

di

Since the characteristics of the scattering surface within a 
limited area are similar, the adjacent clusters can be merged 
into a new cluster. For a specific navigation system, these 
preliminary spare clusters within an azimuth angle of 30 
degrees are further binned together, regardless of the satel-
lite identification number. The preliminary sparse clusters 
refer to the clusters of BDS and Galileo shown in Figs. 3 
and 5. However, it is not necessary to do so for GPS because 
of plenty of observations on each cluster. With a multistep 
clustering processing, the snow depth can be retrieved from 
each cluster continually. Since the snow depth is estimated 
from the normalized peak frequency, the improved method 
can eliminate most of the errors caused by terrain variations.

Theoretical performance of different phase 
combinations

Assuming each carrier phase has the same measurement 
noise (e.g., �0 = �1 = �2 = �3 = 1 cm ), the normalizing 
condition �2

1
+ �2

2
+ �2

3
= 1 ensures that the noise of the 

triple-frequency combination will match that of the indi-
vidual carrier phases (i.e., �M = 1 cm ; Montenbruck et al. 
2010; Hauschild 2017). For comparison of different linear 
combinations, we evaluate the snow depth retrieval perfor-
mance of all possible triple-frequency phase combinations 
of Galileo by simulation tests. The simulation parameters 
are summarized in Table 3 (Nievinski and Larson 2014b).

Figure 7 shows an example of the combined phase error 
pattern with respect to sin � and their power spectral density 
(PSD). Table 4 summarizes the coefficients of the linear 
combination, the maximum absolute carrier phase multipath 

Fig. 6  Relationship between the simulated snow depth and spectral 
peak frequency. The simulation parameters are given in Table 3

Table 2  Fitting coefficients obtained from the simulated observations. 
L1, L2 and L3 refer to the wavelength of each carrier (units in meter)

System Combination k L1 (m) L2 (m) L3 (m)

GPS L1 + L2 + L5 − 0.1218 0.1903 0.2442 0.2548
Galileo E1 + E5a + E5b − 0.1268 0.1903 0.2548 0.2483

E1 + E5a + E6 − 0.1160 0.1903 0.2548 0.2344
BDS B1 + B2 + B3 − 0.1171 0.1920 0.2483 0.2363

Table 3  Parameters of the combined phase error simulations

Item Parameters

Antenna gain pattern TRM59800.80
antenna height 2.5 m
Elevation angle 5°–25°
Signals E1/E5/E5a/E5b/E6
Surface materials Snow
Noise Set as white noise (1 cm SD)
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errors, and the corresponding PSD of the 10 triple-frequency 
combinations possible for the five Galileo carriers. Since 
the random noise of each combination is of the same mag-
nitude, the maximum of PSD is equivalent to the peak/
noise ratio. As can be observed from Fig. 7 and Table 4, 
the phase multipath errors and corresponding PSD are dif-
ferent among the 10 combinations; the corresponding PSD 

of some phase combinations is significantly weaker than 
that of others. From the perspective of peak/noise ratio, the 
worst combination is E5b + E5a + E5, and the best combina-
tion is E1 + E5a + E6. It is worth mentioning that the carrier 
phase multipath errors, as well as the corresponding PSD, 
will change in scale and the scale factor will be different 
for a specific combination with different normalizing condi-
tions ( �1 , �2 and �3 ) or measurement noises ( �M ). However, 
the peak frequency of the spectrum of the multipath phase 
sequence will not be changed.

Data set and processing

The EarthScope Plate Boundary Observatory (PBO) GNSS 
network uses geodetic GNSS receivers and antennas to 
measure and monitor earth deformation. The observation 
data used in our study were collected at the station SG27 
(71.32° N and 156.61° W) of the PBO network in Alaska 
(Fig. 8), tracking the four GNSS (GPS/GLONASS/Gali-
leo/BDS) constellations (http://www.unavc o.org/), and the 
in situ reference values of snow depth were collected by 
the co-located climate station PABR, which can be obtained 
from the National Operational Hydrologic Remote Sensing 
Center (http://www.nohrs c.noaa.gov/). The climate station 
is 7.2 km away from the GNSS station. Since the region is a 
vast and flat tundra stretching hundreds of kilometers, rather 
than a mountainous region, the snow depth observation of 
the climate station can be regarded as the reference values 
of the GNSS-R results. The GNSS station is equipped with 
a SEPT POLARx5 receiver, and the antenna TRM59800.80 
is covered with a SCIS radome. The triple-frequency sig-
nals of GPS/BDS/Galileo can be tracked continuously at 
an interval of 15 s. In order to estimate snow depth, GNSS 
observables from June 15, 2018 (summer), to January 15, 
2019 (winter), were used. As shown in Fig. 8, there was an 
open area around the antenna (http://earth .googl e.com/ and 
http://www.unavc o.org/). The DEM around the station SG27 
is also shown in Fig. 8 (http://www.usgs.gov/).

In the process of triple-frequency phase snow depth 
retrieval, all the GPS and BDS phase observations are 
applied. Galileo phase combinations with a high peak/
noise ratio were also used to evaluate the performance of 
different phase combinations, respectively. The PSD noise 
is calculated based on the average of PSD in the noise range 
between 0 and 40 mm−1. The elevation mask was set to 5°, 
and the maximum satellite elevation angle of the signal was 
set to 30°. Moreover, to offset the terrain variation errors, 
the clustering algorithm and the normalization method were 
employed. The processing strategies of triple-frequency 
snow depth retrieval can be found in Table 5.

Unpredictable events, such as thermal additive noise 
and multiplicative noise in the phase measurements or the 

Fig. 7  Carrier phase multipath errors (top) and PSD (bottom) of all 
possible triple-frequency combinations for Galileo. The carrier phase 
multipath errors were extracted from the linear combination (9a), and 
they were evenly shifted in the vertical to be clearly shown. The PSD 
can be obtained by exploiting Lomb–Scargle spectral analysis

http://www.unavco.org/
http://www.nohrsc.noaa.gov/
http://earth.google.com/
http://www.unavco.org/
http://www.usgs.gov/
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degradation on observables induced by ionospheric scintil-
lation, result in unmodeled errors. As shown in Fig. 9, the 
signals will be contaminated by the unmodeled errors, and 
the spectral peak frequency of the multipath phase series 
will deviate from the true values obviously. When the com-
bined phase observations are contaminated by overlapped 

peaks, it is difficult to distinguish the main peak and the 
secondary peak in the spectrum. In addition, the main peak 
will be overwhelmed when the combined phases are con-
taminated by large noise (middle row panels). In order to 
detect and eliminate such outliers, the snow depth retrieval 
procedure must be complemented with effective quality 

Table 4  Coefficients of the 
linear combination, maximum 
absolute carrier phase multipath 
errors and the corresponding 
PSD of the 10 triple-frequency 
combinations possible of the 
five Galileo carriers

E1: 19.0 cm; E6: 23.4 cm; E5b: 24.8 cm; E5: 25.2 cm; E5a: 25.5 cm

Combination �
1

�
2

�
3

Maximum of 
PSD

Maximum absolute 
phase multipath errors 
(mm)

E1 + E5a + E6 0.2792 0.5249 − 0.8041 7.78 53.91
E1 + E5a + E5b 0.0846 0.6610 − 0.7456 5.99 34.56
E1 + E5a + E5 0.0421 0.6851 − 0.7272 4.59 33.81
E1 + E6 + E5b 0.2077 − 0.7877 0.5800 7.27 51.13
E1 + E6 + E5 0.2448 − 0.7970 0.5522 7.23 46.33
E1 + E5b + E5 0.0430 − 0.7276 0.6846 4.46 34.26
E5a + E6 + E5b 0.5390 0.2617 − 0.8006 4.43 33.03
E5a + E6 + E5 0.6351 0.1269 − 0.7620 4.02 35.75
E5a + E5b + E5 0.4003 0.4161 − 0.8164 1.53 36.42
E6 + E5b + E5 0.1479 − 0.7694 0.6214 3.80 35.22

Fig. 8  Geographical loca-
tion of the GNSS observatory 
station. The SG27 site is in 
an open area, equipped with a 
SEPT POLARx5 receiver and 
TRM59800.80 antenna. An 
aerial photograph is also shown 
in the lower-left corner of this 
figure. The DEM obtained 
from United States Geological 
Survey (USGS) is used for the 
description of the terrain varia-
tion surrounding the antenna
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control techniques. In general, the minimum elevation 
span of the satellite tracks was set to 10°, and the duration 
of each measurement was no longer than 1.5 h. Inspired by 
Wang et al. (2018), who used the wavelet decomposition to 

retrieve the sea level based on SNR observation, we used 
a similar method for phase combinations denoising (Tor-
rence and Compo 1998; Wang et al. 2018). Moreover, to 
detect and remove those signals which were corrupted by 
unmodeled noise, the peak/noise ratio and the ratio of the 
central peak with side peak were also used as the quality 
control targets. It is worth mentioning that the quality con-
trol in snow-free conditions is more stringent for the lower 
noise of the signals reflected from the bare ground. In this 
regard, the quality control index of each navigation system 
should set up separately. These empirical quality control 
parameters derived from historical data are applicable to 
most GNSS stations. However, one should be aware that 
the most appropriate parameters will be slightly differ-
ent for different stations. Such a difference is marginal for 
snow depth monitoring (Table 6).

Results and discussion

The improved method has extended the GPS triple-fre-
quency snow depth retrieval to another GNSS system by 
correcting the terrain variations error. The first experiment 
shows the comparisons of the snow depth estimates using 
the traditional and proposed methods, respectively. In the 
second experiment, we evaluated the performance of tri-
ple-frequency combinations with high and low peak/noise 
ratio on snow depth estimation, respectively. Additionally, 
the precision of the triple-frequency snow depth estimated 
with different navigation systems was compared. Finally, 
we evaluate the performance of the proposed approach 
when applied to the SNR and L4 method.

Table 5  Processing strategies 
of triple-frequency snow depth 
retrieval

Item Processing strategies

Observation Triple-frequency multipath combination (Simsky 2006)
Signal selection G: L1 + L2 + L5

C: B1 + B2 + B3
E (with high peak/noise ratio): E1 + E5a + E5b and E1 + E5 + E6
E (with low peak/noise ratio): E5a + E6 + E5b and E5a + E6 + E5

Sampling rate 15 s
Elevation angle 5°–30°
Satellite orbit Precise orbit products from IGS analysis centers
Coordinate of the station Fixed using SINEX product
Terrain variation errors Corrected
Clustering algorithm Density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) 

(Ester et al. 1996); angular tolerance of 2.5°; minimum number of 
points per cluster of 10

Fig. 9  Spectrogram of anomalies of triple-frequency phase combina-
tion. Top: observations contaminated by overlapped peaks. Middle: 
observations contaminated by large noise. Bottom: normal observa-
tions. The cases were obtained from different satellites with the same 
linear combination on the same day
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Validation of the improved method

In order to evaluate the performance of the improved triple-
frequency retrieval method, first, the snow depth time series 
were estimated. Second, the peak frequency observation was 
processed by the DBSCAN algorithm and normalization 
method to avoid being influenced by the errors due to the 
topography. Third, we processed the phase data using the tra-
ditional method presented by Yu et al. (2015) as a contrast. 
The snow depth is the average snow depth estimate derived 
from phase combinations from all valid GNSS tracks. As 
shown in Fig. 10, during the experiment, the snow depth 
estimations using the improved triple-frequency method 
with the BDS (B1 + B2 + B3) or Galileo (E1 + E5a + E5b) 
observations are much closer to the in situ measurements, 
while the snow depth estimated by the traditional technique 
presents a larger fluctuation. Hence, the poor performance 
of the traditional method can be attributed to the influence 
of terrain variation errors.

It is noticed that the snow depth residuals under snow 
conditions are obviously larger than those under snow-free 
conditions. This can be attributed to signal penetration. More 
specifically, the GNSS signals partly reflected at snow sur-
face as a specular reflector, while some components of waves 
reflected under the snow surface and reached the antenna 
with a slightly longer excess propagation path (Ozeki and 
Heki 2012). In addition, since the snow depths are averaged 

over all azimuth clusters surrounding the antenna, the larger 
uncertainty might be a result of the spatial heterogeneity in 
snow cover over multiple tracks. Compared to the soil sur-
face, the spatial heterogeneity is significantly greater for the 
snow-covered surface (Gutmann et al. 2012).

As illustrated in the black dashed boxes in Fig. 10, the 
residuals increase remarkably when the snow depth var-
ies sharply in a short time. This is probably because the 
reflection surface characteristics such as roughness and 
surface slope changed significantly with the sharp varia-
tions in cumulative precipitations. Moreover, the reference 
snow depths were recorded from the co-located climate sta-
tion twice a day, while the snow depth estimates were the 
average of dozens of observations throughout the day. The 
in situ snow depth records are definitely more accurate due 
to the sparse samplings, but some details of the snow depth 
variations may be missed. For example, snowfall happens to 
occur between two snow depth records.

Furthermore, the snow depth estimations from the tradi-
tional method illustrate a more evident deviation than those 
from the improved method. Figure 11 shows the residual 
distributions of snow depth estimates derived from the tra-
ditional and proposed methods for BDS and Galileo. As 
shown in Table 7, the mean residual values decrease from 
− 1.1 cm for Galileo and − 1.5 cm for BDS to near zero, 
while the RMSEs decrease from 4.3 and 5.6 cm to 2.6 and 
3.5 cm, respectively, once the proposed method was applied. 

Table 6  Quality control indexes 
of triple-frequency snow depth 
retrieval

G, C and E, respectively, refer to GPS, BDS and Galileo

Item Processing strategies

Difference of max and min elevation angle > 10°
The duration of measurements < 1.5 h
Peak/noise ratio Snow free: G: > 14.5 C: > 12.5 E: > 13.5

Snow: G: > 10.5 C: > 8.5 E: > 9
The ratio of the central peak and side peak Snow free: G: > 2.5 C: > 2 E: > 2
Filter Wavelet method

Fig. 10  Comparisons of the 
snow depth estimates and errors 
between the traditional and 
proposed method (left: Galileo 
E1 + E5a + E5b; right: BDS 
B1 + B2 + B3). Vertical error 
bars in the lower panels denote 
the standard error of snow 
depth. Some of the large residu-
als are shown in black dashed 
boxes. Results are divided into 
snow free and snow periods by 
vertical red lines
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The correlation coefficients of the proposed and traditional 
method are, respectively, 0.97 and 0.93 for Galileo, 0.95 
and 0.91 for BDS. Therefore, the proposed method shows 
better performance than the traditional method in terms of 
accuracy and precision. Compared with the remarkable 

improvement for BDS and Galileo, the performance of 
the proposed method and the traditional one shows similar 
results for GPS. This is reasonable since the sidereal (azi-
muth) repeatability of ground tracks in GPS makes the ter-
rain correction less necessary.

Experimental performance of different phase 
combinations

Galileo phase combinations with high and low peak/noise 
ratio (E1 + E5a + E5b and E1 + E5 + E6) and (E5a + E6 + E5b 
and E5a + E6 + E5), respectively, were used to analyze the 
performance of various combinations. As shown in Fig. 12, 
the multipath phase combinations with low peak/noise ratios 
were corrupted by unmodeled noise, resulting in overlapped 
peaks and peak frequency shifts to the lower or higher fre-
quencies. In most cases, there is no dominant peak in the 
frequency domain. As investigated by Montenbruck et al. 
(2010) and Hauschild (2017), for a specific triple-frequency 
combination, the linear combination is dominated by sig-
nals which have proximate frequencies and similar weights, 
while the carrier phase multipath error of the other signal is 
strongly attenuated. For different combinations, the carrier 
phase multipath errors and corresponding PSD are deter-
mined by the wavelengths of each of the three carriers. The 
combinations consisting of three signals with similar fre-
quency, such as E5a + E6 + E5b and E5a + E6 + E5, have a 
lower PSD at the main frequency and are not suitable for 
snow depth retrieval.

Figure 13 shows the daily averages of the snow depth 
estimates using E1 + E5a + E5b and E1 + E5 + E6 phase 
combinations with high peak/noise ratios. The estimations 
derived from these two combinations agree well with each 
other and show good agreements with the in situ snow 
depth observations. The correlation coefficients between 

Fig. 11  Residual distributions of Galileo (left) and BDS (right) snow 
depth estimation derived from the traditional (top) and proposed (bot-
tom) method, respectively

Table 7  Mean, RMSE and correlation coefficient in BDS, Galileo 
and GPS snow depth estimation

System Method Mean (cm) RMSE (cm) Correlation 
coefficient

Galileo Traditional − 1.1 4.3 0.93
Proposed 0 2.6 0.97

BDS Traditional − 1.5 5.6 0.91
Proposed 0.1 3.5 0.95

GPS Traditional − 0.3 2.6 0.98
Proposed − 0.2 2.5 0.98

Fig. 12  Carrier phase multipath 
errors (top) and spectrograms 
(bottom) of the triple-frequency 
phase combinations with low 
peak/noise ratio (left and mid-
dle) and high peak/noise ratio 
(right)
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the snow estimations and in  situ snow depth derived 
from E1 + E5a + E5b and E1 + E5 + E6 are 0.97 and 0.96, 
respectively.

Figure 14 shows the residuals of daily snow depth 
estimation derived from the combinations of Galileo 
E1 + E5a + E5b and E1 + E5 + E6 carrier phases. The 
histograms of snow depth estimation residuals are given 
in the figure as well. As shown in the left panel, the 
residuals are mainly distributed between -5 and 5 cm. 
The mean errors of snow depth estimation derived from 
E1 + E5a + E5b and E1 + E5 + E6 are 0 cm and 0.1 cm, and 
the corresponding RMSEs are 2.6 cm and 2.9 cm, respec-
tively. Although the peak/noise ratio of E1 + E5a + E5b is 
slightly higher than that of the E1 + E5 + E6 phase com-
bination, there is no statistically significant improvement 
in the results of snow depth retrieval. Similar results have 
been found in the snow depth estimation derived from 
other phase combinations with a high peak/noise ratio. 
According to the above analysis, Galileo signals can pro-
vide more opportunities to retrieve the snow depth well 
by using different triple-frequency phase combinations.

Performance of different navigation systems

In order to investigate the performance of different navi-
gation systems, the triple-frequency phase combinations 
of L1 + L2 + L5 for GPS, E1 + E5a + E5b for Galileo, and 
B1 + B2 + B3 for BDS were used for validation. Figure 15 
shows the time series of snow depth obtained from different 
constellations. The overall trends of snow depth estimated by 
each constellation are highly consistent with the in situ ref-
erence values. In terms of correlation, the correlation coef-
ficient of the GPS phase combination is the largest, reaching 
0.98, followed by Galileo with a correlation coefficient of 
0.97, while the BDS correlation coefficient of 0.95 is the 
smallest.

Figure 16 shows the corresponding residuals as well as 
their statistics. In addition, the mean errors, RMSEs and 
correlation coefficients of the estimations derived from dif-
ferent navigation systems are shown in Table 8. Obviously, 
most of the residuals of Galileo and GPS are well within 
± 5 cm, while those of BDS are slightly larger, with a varia-
tion of ± 10 cm. The main reason may be that the unmodeled 
error of the BDS phase observable is larger than that of GPS 
and Galileo phase measurements. However, even though the 
unmodeled error of Galileo phase measurement is approxi-
mately the same as that of GPS, the accuracy of snow depth 
estimated by Galileo phase combination is slightly worse 
than that of GPS, which has the highest accuracy, with an 
RMSE of 2.6 cm. It should be mentioned that, although the 
terrain variation errors can be mostly compensated by the 
proposed method, the effects of the topography change can-
not be eliminated completely. The reference peak frequency 
used in the normalization is obtained by averaging during 
snow-free periods. However, the reflection region during 
the snow period is not exactly the same as that during the 
snow-free period. As the snow depth increases, the area of 
the reflection region decreases. Therefore, although most 
of the terrain errors can be removed by normalization, ter-
rain errors caused by different reflection regions remain. 

Fig. 13  Snow depth estimation obtained by using the combinations of 
Galileo E1 + E5a + E5b and E1 + E5 + E6 carrier phases, respectively

Fig. 14  Residuals between the snow depth estimations and in  situ 
observables. Left: Residuals of daily snow depth estimation; vertical 
error bars denote the standard error of snow depth. Middle: Residual 

distributions of Galileo E1 + E5 + E6. Right: Residual distributions of 
Galileo E1 + E5a + E5b. The error bars represent the uncertainties of 
the snow depth estimation
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Furthermore, since the snow depths derived from Galileo 
provide better azimuth coverage than the GPS estimation 
and the field snow depth measurements, such small dif-
ferences between GPS and Galileo estimates are perfectly 
acceptable. It is also noticed that the residuals for all GNSS 
in snow-free conditions are smaller than those under snow 
conditions. As discussed above, the larger error during the 
snow period may be attributed to signal penetration and spa-
tial heterogeneity in the snow surface, compared to the soil 
surface.

Application to SNR method and L4 method

The proposed approach can also be applied to the SNR and 
L4 (dual-frequency geometry-free linear combination, i.e., 
L1–L2) methods. Figure 17 shows the snow depth estimation 
derived from GPS L1 SNR observations. The results indi-
cate that the estimation obtained from both the traditional 
method and the proposed one agrees well with the in situ 
snow depths. In terms of uncertainty, the proposed method 
showed an acceptable improvement, with STD decreases 
from 3.1 to 2.0 cm.

It should be mentioned that the SNR method is a sin-
gle-frequency method; therefore, multiple independent 
snow depth retrievals are available for each GNSS in a 

multi-frequency receiver. To demonstrate the effectiveness 
of the proposed algorithm relative to the SNR method, we 
investigated the performance of all possible SNR derived 
snow depths both with and without terrain correction, and 
the results are summarized in Table 9. As shown in the table, 
all correlation coefficients of the estimates are improved 
simultaneously once the proposed terrain correction method 
has been applied. Meanwhile, the mean errors and STDs of 
the snow depth estimations are decreased to some extent 
after terrain correction.

Moreover, the proposed method can also be applied to the 
L4 method as well. Figure 18 shows the daily average of the 
snow depth estimated from GPS L4 (L2–L5) observations, 

Fig. 15  Time series of snow depth estimation obtained from triple-
frequency combinations. Gray vertical error bars denote the standard 
error of snow depth estimation

Fig. 16  Residuals between in situ observations and snow depth esti-
mations. The snow depth estimation residuals obtained by using the 
combinations of GPS L1 + L2 + L5 (top), Galileo E1 + E5a + E5b 
(middle) and BDS B1 + B2 + B3 (bottom) carrier phases

Table 8  Mean, RMSE and correlation coefficient in GPS/BDS/Gali-
leo snow depth estimation

GNSS system Mean (cm) RMSE (cm) Correlation 
coefficient

Galileo 0 2.6 0.97
BDS − 0.1 3.5 0.95
GPS − 0.3 2.5 0.98
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both with and without terrain correction. As shown in the 
figure and Table 10, the snow depth obtained from the pro-
posed method shows a better agreement with the reference 
values and the correlation coefficient increases from 0.96 
to 0.98.

Conclusions

An improved snow depth monitoring approach is proposed 
and evaluated using the triple-frequency phase combina-
tions from different navigation systems. The main advan-
tage of this method is that the topographic feature of the 
reflecting surface was considered for estimating the snow 
depth. Since the terrain variation error was corrected by 
using the DBSCAN algorithm and normalization method, 
the improved snow depth retrieval approach can be applied 
to other navigation systems, which have a greater azimuth 
coverage as well as longer revisit time. In terms of snow 
depth retrieval accuracy, the proposed method performed 
better than the traditional method by experiment for both 
BDS and Galileo.

For Galileo, the performance of snow depth retrieval is 
compared using the phase combinations with high and low 
peak/noise ratios, respectively. The triple-frequency phase 
combinations with low peak/noise ratios generally cannot be 
used for snow depth monitoring due to the overlapped peak 
and peak frequency shift in the frequency domain. The esti-
mated snow depth obtained by using the phase combination 

Fig. 17  Time series of snow 
depth estimation obtained 
from SNR combinations. Gray 
vertical error bars denote the 
standard error of snow depth 
estimation

Table 9  Mean, STD and correlation coefficient in BDS, Galileo and 
GPS snow depth estimated from SNR observations, both with (upper 
lines) and without (lower lines) the terrain correction

System SNR obser-
vation

Mean (cm) STD (cm) Correlation 
coefficient

GPS S1C − 0.7 2.0 0.98
1.0 3.1 0.95

S2L − 1 2.3 0.97
− 1.1 2.6 0.96

S5Q − 1.3 1.5 0.96
− 2.0 1.8 0.95

Galileo S1C 0 2.2 0.97
− 4.5 3.2 0.93

S5Q 2.8 2.6 0.98
3.0 2.6 0.93

S8Q 3.8 2.5 0.96
1.5 3.3 0.94

S7Q 6.4 2.3 0.94
2.7 2.7 0.89

S6C 3.8 2.5 0.96
− 0.9 2.8 0.90

BDS S2I 1.0 2.1 0.94
4.7 3.0 0.90

S7I 0.6 2.1 0.93
− 0.9 2.8 0.90

S6I 1.7 2.2 0.94
2.6 2.7 0.89
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with a high peak/noise ratio shows an excellent agreement 
with in situ snow depth measurement.

The results derived from phase combinations were com-
pared with in situ snow depth observations from NOAA, 
showing a correlation coefficient of 0.98, 0.97 and 0.95 for 
GPS, Galileo, and BDS, respectively. The corresponding 
RMSEs are 2.5, 2.6 and 3.5 cm. Due to the relatively large 
unmodeled error of BDS phase observation, the snow esti-
mation performance of the BDS phase combination method 
is slightly worse than GPS and Galileo, while the slight 
deviation between the GPS and Galileo estimation might be 
attributed to the different azimuth coverage. Moreover, it is 
demonstrated that the proposed approach can be extended 
to SNR and L4 methods.

The RINEX Working Group has announced the availabil-
ity of RINEX 3.04 to support all publicly available signals 
as GNSS rapidly expands. Therefore, more optional phase 
combinations will be provided for snow depth monitor-
ing. Future research will focus on the snow depth retrieval 
using multiple-frequency signals and multiple navigation 

constellations. Moreover, snow depth derived from different 
satellite navigation systems needs to be combined to improve 
the accuracy of the proposed method.
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